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I n t r o d u c t i o n

Achieve more at work. Feel more satisfied

with what you do. Be noticed by those in a

position to promote you to a new post. Three

of the most heard goals by workers in a

multitude of organizations. Yet ask any of

them and they'll likely tell you that it's near

impossible to pick the most effective way to

go about it.

The internet age has made all manner of skill-

training and education attainable for a great

number of people. Whether trying to increase

their own performance, collaborate more

effectively with colleagues or get the most out

of the people they're leading - choosing the

most effective option from the sheer supply of

solutions can lead to paralysis by analysis¹. 

Let’s explore these possibilities more closely.

¹Roberts, Lon (January–February 2010). "Analysis Paralysis: A Case of

Terminological Inexactitude"
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Options at a glance

Going forward, we’ll consider and compare four possible approaches to improving

your performance or satisfaction at work. First off, there’s the option of taking no

action at all. Secondly, you could opt for training on a specific soft skill related to

the issue. Thirdly, you could go with training in a technical (hard) skill, and lastly,

you could choose to increase your emotional competencies.

What is there to gain?

Choosing the option that fits you best can speed up the process of getting started

on improving your performance and getting more out of work. It helps you to

achieve your goals, whether that’s becoming more visible to management or

increasing your effectiveness at leading a team.

This guide can help

We’ll take you through the options most chosen by your peers and find which will

work best for you and your current situation. In determining the most fitting

approach, we’ll consider the time investment involved, whether the skill is

technical- or people-focused and the breadth of skills targeted.

So, whether you’re looking for ways to become more effective at handling work-

related issues, want to better motivate your (co)workers or increase your

performance and visibility; this guide is for you!
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Approach 1 - do nothing 

What is it?  

Wherever there exists a problem there will always exist the option of doing nothing. It’s

important to recognize that the option of doing nothing is itself a choice you make,

deliberately or otherwise. It therefore qualifies as an approach for you to consider.

What are the benefits? 

The great benefit of doing nothing when faced with a problem is that you buy yourself time

without doing anything that may make the situation worse. This bought time may help to

take the heat out of the situation or allow extra time to gather more data, to understand the

situation better and to highlight potential solutions. At this point, you’ll have the necessary

information to determine the most fitting approach to tackling the problem.

What are the drawbacks?  

Doing nothing buys time, but is unlikely to solve the issue itself. Another risk is “analysis

paralysis”, due to gathering too much data. This prevents the movement to action needed to

reach a resolution. By not actively solving the problem, even if it resolves itself, you are

unlikely to get noticed by those in a position to reward you or to be filled with a sense of

achievement¹.

¹For a fuller exploration of the drawbacks inherent in doing nothing, see The Ken Blanchard Companies (2009) The High Cost of

Doing Nothing Whitepaper.
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Approach 2 - soft skill training 

What is it?  

Put simply, soft skills determine how you relate to other people. They include interpersonal

(people) skills, communication skills, listening skills, time management, and empathy,

among others. By contrast, hard skills are technical in nature. However, as leadership author

Simon Sinek points out, “soft skills” are not soft at all. In fact, in determining two categories

for the skills people have in the workplace, more fitting terms would be hard skills and

human skills.

As for the most effective form of this type of training; research has been done on the

effectiveness of the two main approaches used to develop new soft skills.  These are

training from the outside in (focused primarily on the skill that people want to grow), and

training from the inside out (focusing first on the underlying emotional or psychological

impediment that keeps a person from taking the necessary action). Where both are aimed at

growing the same types of skills, these studies have concluded - many decades ago - that

the skill-focused approach is the more effective of the two³.

How does this help me achieve my goals? 

Alright. So, training from the outside in is the most effective approach. This is, however, only

one part of the equation. The second part is; how does training soft skills help me in the first

place? Training soft skills enables you to use them effectively in specific work situations.

Examples of these skills are conflict resolution, situational leadership and motivational

interviewing, though there are many more. Given that these are ‘human skills’, they underpin

almost every facet of business operations.

Across an organization, in every business unit and employee role, soft skills are needed for

gaining new clients, improving customer service and building a more robust team dynamic.

This in turn allows for more efficient teamwork, enhanced team performance and a better

customer experience. The more that you as an employee contribute in these areas, the more

productive and thus valuable you become to your employer and the more satisfied you will

be at work.

³Molen, H. T. V. D. (1985) Hulp als onderwijs. Effects of courses for shy individuals. s.n.
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What are the drawbacks?  

Soft skill training is focused and specific. That

means you learn to apply methodical actions

in predefined situations. As such, it does not

usually translate well to other situations or

areas of work. For example, though the skills

of providing feedback and holding a

performance review partially overlap, training

in one will not make you proficient at the

other. This means that acquiring additional

skills would also mean additional training.

A potential pitfall here is learning a great

number of skills without having a clear and

stable foundation. This disparate collection of

‘tricks’ is usually sufficient under normal

circumstances, but falls short in challenging

and stressful situations. At that point, the

demands placed on you both to notice and

navigate your own emotions and the

challenging behavior of another person is very

likely to become too complex to lead to the

desired results.

When should I choose this
approach?

Soft skill training is the most fitting choice

when you want to invest a short amount of

time, focused on a single or narrow set of

skills aimed at communicating better with

other people.
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Approach 3 - technical/knowledge based training 

What is it?  

Besides soft skills training in communication styles and the like, another option is hard

skills training: if soft skills training is more people-focused then this training is more

production-focused, building measurable job-specific ability that supports your career

advancement⁴.

Examples of such technical training might be an IT professional taking a course in computer

programming standards or a nurse learning how to administer vaccinations.

How does this help me achieve my goals? 

Building your professional efficacy is a great step in advancing your career. If you’re able to

solve complex technical challenges, especially when others cannot, you quickly become

more valuable to your company⁵.

Your growing value might lead to higher pay and associated rewards and it might benefit you

less tangibly; a highly valued employee is likely to enjoy higher levels of self-esteem, in turn

promoting better working relationships. Another benefit could be that by increasing your

knowledge, you are able to increase the amount or quality of the work that you do, leading to

higher job satisfaction.

Successfully sharing this skillset through technical instruction with your colleagues often

strengthens the potential for promotion. 

⁴For the case that hard skills are easier to apply to real-world work than soft skills: Laker, D. & Powell, J. (2011) The

Differences Between Hard and Soft Skills and their Relative Impact on Training Transfer.

⁵For how a Situational Leadership programme helped a large financial services company boost employee productivity 5-12%:

Leone, P. (2006) Take Your ROI to Level 6 [Training Industry Quarterly].
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What are the drawbacks?  

Technical and knowledge-based proficiency can certainly help to boost your visibility at

work and level of contentment, yet there can be too much of a good thing.

A potential banana skin can hinder your progress when you are promoted due to your

technical prowess or deep subject matter knowledge. This manifests in a new set of job

requirements that differ substantially from those needed for your previous role⁶. For many

newly promoted employees, the lack of the requisite skills to accompany their technical

capability proves challenging – especially if it involves line management responsibilities⁷.

Conversely, even when you settle successfully into your new role, the changing job

requirements will force you to spend your time at work differently. For some this won’t be a

problem, but others might find the new arrangement to be a poor fit. To avoid this, it may

help to ask yourself the following questions: how do you want to spend your time at work?

Do you find yourself more engaged by technical tasks or people-oriented work? Are you

seeking new challenges or to consolidate existing skills? Using your answers to these

questions as a guide will support you in making an informed decision.

When should I use this approach? 

Hard skill training is the most fitting choice when you want to invest a medium amount of

time, focused on a single or narrow set of skills aimed at enhancing your

technical/production skills. 

⁶So widespread an experience that there is a theory named specifically for this; the Peter Principle. See Peter, L. & Hull, R.

(1970) The Peter Principle

⁷Lazear, E. (2000) The Peter Principle: Promotions and Declining Productivity
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What really determines performance is less about who is on a team

and more about how the team works together.

The most important factor in building high performing teams is

psychological safety. 

Other factors are dependability, structure and clarity, meaning and

impact. 

Approach 4 - increase emotional competences 

What is it?  

Emotional Intelligence (EI or EQ) has had its fair share of mentions over

the last few years. It is the ability to understand, use, and manage your

own emotions in tandem with rationality to achieve desired results.

These abilities have since been broken down into a number of

actionable, learnable competencies. This means that it’s very much

possible to grow your skill in emotional intelligence⁸ ⁹. 

How does this help me achieve my goals? 

Studies show that emotional intelligence explains about 60% of people's

work performance, especially in leadership positions¹⁰. Emotions are the

primary driver of our behaviour.

Back in 2012, Google researchers started a project to answer the

question “what makes an effective team?”. This project, code-named

'Aristotle' as a tribute to his quote "the whole is greater than the sum of

its parts", came to the following conclusions (among others): 

1.

2.

3.

All three of these conclusions are heavily influenced by emotional

competencies. This means that over half of the determining factors of

creating, maintaining and being a high performer or part of a high

performing team are based on your level of emotional intelligence. So,

whether you’re an individual team member or managing a team yourself,

your emotional competencies play a large part in determining your

success at the goals you set out to achieve¹¹.

⁸Watkin, C. (2000). Developing emotional intelligence

⁹Druskat, V. U., and Wolff , S. B. (2001). Building the emotional intelligence of groups.

¹⁰Joseph, D. L., Jin, J., Newman, D. A., and O’Boyle, E. H. (2014). Why does self-reported emotional intelligence

predict job performance ¹¹https://rework.withgoogle.com/print/guides/5721312655835136/
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What are the drawbacks? 

One of the main drawbacks here is time; practising and growing your emotional intelligence

is not a quick or short-term solution. It takes time to develop the skills necessary to

harness emotional intelligence fully. Another drawback is that emotional intelligence, as a

skill, is not taken seriously by everyone. Some people in the business world believe that the

workplace is no place for feelings; logic should rule and emotions should stay at home. In

such working environments, taking an EQ approach is generally discouraged and therefore

more likely to hinder than help your advancement and your sense of satisfaction.

When should I choose this approach?

Focusing on emotional intelligence will best serve those who are prepared to invest in the

medium to long term and want to focus broadly on the people side of performance. The

medium term solution would be provided by attending courses and the long term solution

by receiving coaching.
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P r a c t i c a l
s c e n a r i o s

In this section, let us explore some practical

applications of what we have discussed so far. In the

following two scenarios, we demonstrate how the

different approaches can be applied to work-related

situations and their impact on the resolution reached.

Scenario A: performance development for a new direct report

Introduction 

Alicia has recently bolstered her team with a new recruit, Jeff. Jeff is new to the role, untried

in its specific rigours and has not worked with Alicia before. After a suitable period to allow

for adjustment, Alicia has noticed that Jeff is struggling in his new role. Small mistakes are

appearing in his work and he isn’t applying the advice Alicia and other members of her team

are offering up in support. A regular performance review is looming and presents a further

opportunity for Alicia to tackle this issue.

Approach 1: do nothing

Alicia decides to do nothing. Jeff’s performance review passes perfunctorily with neither of

them contributing much to the discussion.

By doing nothing, at least for now, Alicia benefits from more time within which she can

further monitor how the situation progresses. While Jeff’s performance may well improve in

the days and weeks ahead, there is every chance that it will not. In the case of a positive

outcome, Alicia can tailor her response to match the developing situation; adversely, as

habits harden over time, this delay may make it harder to encourage the improvement

required.
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Approach 2: soft skills training

Alicia attends a situational leadership training course ahead of Jeff’s performance review.

Applying the skills provided, Alicia enters the performance review meeting able to empower

Jeff to chart his own course. She is then able to support this course and to collaborate with

Jeff in agreeing a six-month performance path specific to his unique developmental needs.

Approach 3: a technical skill based approach 

Alicia realizes that her responsibilities as a line manager have reduced the opportunities to

apply her technical skills. She wants to lead Jeff to a more effective approach, but feels

rusty about the technical requirements of his role. Alicia completes a technical training

programme that refreshes her dormant skill-set and enters Jeff’s performance review

confident in her ability to impart to him her subject matter expertise. Her mind now

consciously trained on such technicalities, Alicia can extend technical guidance to Jeff on

similar issues in the future.

Approach 4: an EQ approach 

Alicia signs up for an EQ training programme that includes an EQ assessment and debrief,

followed by a number of EQ coaching sessions. Through these experiences, Alicia learns

about the neuroscience behind emotions and how they motivate people to take action. She

starts to recognize some of her own patterns related to her thoughts, feelings and actions,

as well as patterns in her working relationships, including that with Jeff.

Supported by this knowledge and a language that helps her explain it, Alicia applies her

strengthened self-awareness to identify her preferred pattern of providing solutions. Having

learnt from the EQ training programme that this pattern stunts individual growth, she

engages self-management to choose a different approach. Alicia incorporates her new

understanding of self-direction into the review meeting with Jeff. She invites Jeff to tailor

his own approach, taking care to ensure that it is realistic, fitting and achievable: these

criteria met, she supports him in applying his choice.
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Scenario B: collaboration with a challenging colleague 

Introduction 

In order to build a new in-house Leadership and Management Development Programme,

Yasmin has been paired up with Jose; an experienced and notoriously challenging colleague

to collaborate with. Though an expert in his field, Jose tends to work individually on these

sorts of projects and doesn't consult his teammates on how to proceed or inform them of

the steps he has already taken. Yasmin's manager knows this, of course, though given

Jose’s sterling track record, he's given quite a lot of leeway to get results. Jose has some

very specific knowledge and previous experience in developing leadership programmes.

Yasmin would like to achieve the best possible outcome. Firstly, this entails moving the

company forward and helping it grow through a high-quality programme. Secondly, she has

ambitions to take up a managerial role in the near future and thinks it would be beneficial to

grow her ability to achieve good results when colleagues’ behaviour makes collaboration a

challenge.

As mentioned earlier, there are a few approaches Yasmin can take to achieve this.

Approach 1: do nothing

Yasmin decides to let the situation unfold as it currently stands. In doing so, she aims to

take time to judge how the collaboration with Jose develops. In the best-case scenario, Jose

decides to amend his approach to achieve the optimal outcome. This involves him taking

onboard some of Yasmin’s suggestions and leads to co-creation. Yasmin has no say in this

decision, however, and must await Jose’s choice of how to proceed.

In a less favourable outcome, Jose does his share of the work without any communication

while Yasmin does hers. In the end, the proposed program consists mostly of Jose’s views,

with Yasmin’s input added minimally. In both scenarios, it will serve Yasmin well to consider

how doing nothing and therefore deferring to Jose’s decision-making will impact her

opportunity to showcase her leadership qualities.
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Approach 2: soft skills training

Yasmin decides to sign up for a training course aimed at providing effective feedback. Here,

she learns to apply new skills that enable her to share how Jose’s behaviour affects her and

their work together on the project. Yasmin’s feedback provides Jose with the opportunity to

consider the effects of this behaviour on the quality of the project and the emotional

wellbeing of his coworker. He may then choose to act more collaboratively.

Approach 3: a technical skill based approach 

After careful consideration, Yasmin decides to ‘cut out the middle man’ and sign up for a

course on designing leadership and managerial programs. Her goal is to gather the same

specialist knowledge that Jose has to understand better his perspective and to make use of

a shared, technical ‘language’ to find common ground. Should this goal fail, she reasons that

showcasing her newfound knowledge will encourage her manager to take her into

consideration when the next promotion rounds come along.

Approach 4: an EQ approach 

This approach starts with Yasmin either attending a training course in emotional intelligence

or seeking coaching following a scientifically validated EQ assessment. Both are aimed

firstly at uncovering her current skills in self-management, self-awareness, social awareness

and relationship management.

In focusing these sessions on her reaction to the challenges of collaborating with Jose,

Yasmin identifies the goal that she wants to achieve with the development program and how

she herself is contributing to a pattern that hinders reaching said goal. She is provided with

increased skills and an understanding of emotional competencies to use as a framework for

action. 

 

By using these competencies, Yasmin is able to choose the most effective response to

Jose’s style of collaboration rather than reacting impulsively. For example, by applying

consequential thinking she can chart the likely direction of their next discussion and

determine the most fitting responses to reach her desired result. Should this fail, there are

numerous other competencies that Yasmin can exercise to achieve her goal.

Aligning her responses and goals consciously through the use of her emotional skills,

Yasmin can develop a tailored approach that she can put into practice in different future

situations and in dealing with a large number of different personalities.
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C o n c l u s i o n In this whitepaper, we’ve explored four possible

approaches you can take to achieve more at work, to

increase satisfaction with what you do and to be

noticed by those in a position to promote you to a

new post. 

Length of time investment (short term vs longer term)

Learning focus (narrow vs broad)

Skill type (technical skill vs people skill)

The modern workplace is a complex, complicated environment full of complex, complicated

behaviours. Situations are rarely clear-cut and therefore require the ability to adapt your

approach to the specific issues you encounter. We’ve described four different strategies in

this paper that you can tailor to the outcome you want to achieve. This is not an exact

science and there is much to be said for simply getting started. There is no right or wrong

strategy: we are firm believers that there is a time and place for each of these approaches.

Even if the option you choose turns out not to be the most effective, it will provide

information as to which is.

To recap the four potential avenues of action, let’s start with the option of doing nothing; if a

situation is likely to resolve itself in an acceptable manner, this is a completely valid

strategy. It can also be employed to buy you some extra time to decide on the best approach

to take to tackle a problem. Aside from those instances, however, the uses are limited and

aggravating the issue is a realistic threat.

Choosing the most fitting from the remaining approaches depends on the following three

considerations:
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Ultimately, the foundational character of emotional intelligence training shows the largest

upside. However, it is not without its drawbacks either. Given the fact that it takes a larger

time investment to increase due to the broader range of skills involved it takes significantly

longer to master.

In this whitepaper, we have sought to show that you have the potential to grow your sense of

accomplishment, your satisfaction and your visibility in the workplace. As you have read, you

have many options available. Ultimately, the most effective choice will depend upon your

preferences and your current situation. One size does not fit all, which means that you have

the power to choose the approach or approaches that best suit your needs. In so doing you

offer yourself the best chance of achieving success.

T H A N K  Y O U

Taking all of these factors into account, we might summarize:

If you would like to take things further and,
having read this whitepaper, are unsure how
to get started then we are here to help!

You don’t have to go it alone. If you would like
our support, then feel free to contact us using
the details provided in the addendum.

For your time. We hope that this whitepaper
has helped you determine which action to take

to achieve your work-related goals.
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 Short time
investment

Medium time
investment

Long time
investment Narrow focus Broad focus People skills Technical

skills

Soft skills X   X  X  

Hard skills X   X   X

EQ courses  X   X X  

EQ coaching   X  X X  
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